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WE PROVE in this article some formulae of Gauss-Bonnet kind for the characteristic classes of 
foliations (see [2], [S]). Namely, fixing a Riemannian metric on a manifold with a foliation allows 
one to determine explicitly for each of these characteristic classes a representing differential 
form (see, for example, [4]). If a domain X with a piecewise smooth boundary transversal to the 
foliation is given in the manifold, then the integral of such a form over X, corrected by adding the 
integrals over faces of different dimensions of certain forms depending on the foliation and the 
metric near 8X, depends only on the induced metric on aX (and, of course, on the foliation on X). 
By using these formulae one can, in particular, extend the definition of the characteristic classes 
of foliations to the piecewise smooth case. 
The general idea of making topological invariants local by means of explicit formulae 
depending on a metric or another auxiliary structure was suggested by I. M. Gel’fand at the Nice 
congress[6]. This idea is partially realized here for the characteristic classes of foliations (though 
the general theory developed in §§2,4 and 5 will possibly have wider applications). Remarkable 
progress in this direction has been achieved in the recent work of Atiyah-Patodi-Singer [ 11 where 
a formula of Gauss-Bonnet kind is obtained for the Hirzebruch polynomials (of the Pontryagin 
forms) and the signature. The essentially new aspect of the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer formula is that 
its right-hand-side-a quantity depending on the induced metric of the boundary-is not 
expressible as the integral over the boundary of a form locally determined by the metric. (It 
measures the degree of the asymmetry of the spectrum of the elliptic operator in the space of 
forms which takes cp into (-l)‘(d * cp - * dcp), where p = (deg cp)/2). This property of the 
‘boundary functional’-its ‘non-localizability’ is still valid in our formula. 
In further comparing the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer formula with ours we should point out an 
important advantage of the former. Our boundary functional depends on the auxiliary structure 
on the boundary and on the whole foliation. The corresponding part of the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer 
formula is divided into two parts: a quantity depending only on the metric properties of the 
boundary, and a quantity depending only on the topological properties of the whole manifold. We 
do not see how to obtain such a decomposition of our boundary functional. 
More detailed discussion of the interrelations between our formula, the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer 
formula, and the classical Gauss-Bonnet formula will be found in # 4 of 91. 
The first section is devoted to codimension one foliations; in its plan it is a reduced copy of the 
remainder of the article. We have tried to write it more concretely and without omitting 
calculations, especially so because the method of calculation is often of more importance for us 
than the result. 
The contents of the remaining sections will be briefly described at the end of 91. 
$1. THE GAUS!hBONNET THEOREM FOR THE GODBILLON-VEY CLASS 
1. The Godbillon-Vey form and the form I” 
Definition 1.1. Let 9 be a smooth (Cm-) orientable foliation of codimension 1 on a smooth 
manifold X. A pair (w, 7) of differential l-forms on X is called associated with 9F if w is a 
nondegenerate (nowhere vanishing) form determining 9 and n satisfies the condition 17 A o = do. 
Note that one can construct an associated pair of forms for any orientable foliation of 
codimension 1: w exists because of orientability, and the existence of n with 77 A o = dw is the 
classical integrability condition for the Pfaffian system w = 0. Moreover w is unique up to 
multiplication by a nowhere-vanishing smooth function. 
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An associated pair of forms can be constructed explicitly if X is furnished not only with 9 
but also with a smooth Riemannian metric, say g. In this case one can put two extra conditions on 
o and q : llwll= 1, and (n, o) = 0. It is easy to see that associated pairs m, n with these properties 
do exist. Moreover if X is connected, there are precisely two such pairs of which the second can 
be obtained from the first by changing o to -0. Choosing one of these pairs is equivalent to 
choosing an orientation of the foliation. The pairs are called associated with 9 and g. 
Definition 1.2. If (w, n) is associated with a foliation 9, then the 3-form P(q) = n A dn is 
called the Godbillon-Vey form of 9 attached to (w, 7). If (0,~) is associated with 9 and with a 
metric g, then P(n) is denoted also by p(g), and is called the Godbillon-Vey form of 9t attached 
to g. 
The following properties of the Godbillon-Vey form are well known (see [ll]). 
PROPOSI~ON 1.1. (i) The Godbillon-Vey form is closed. 
(ii) The cohomology class of the Godbillon-Vey form of a given foliation does not depend on 
the associated pair of forms. 
Proof. Let (0,~) be a pair of forms associated with the foliation. The relation n A w = dw 
implies that d(nAm)=O and d(nA@)=dnAW-nAdw=dnAW-nAnAh=dnAW. Hence 
dn A w = 0, and therefore dv is the product of a form 5 and w. Thus 
dp=dnAd~=5hWh[hW=O. 
Now let (o’, n’) be another pair of forms associated with the same foliation. Then define 
r”(w,v;W’,$)=n’An-dlog $ A(n’+n) 
I I 
(here w’/o is the function with which one has to multiply o to obtain w’). Clearly 
Hence d log lo’lwl = n’ - 77 + cpw’ where cp is a smooth function, and 
dr”(o,n;ti’,n’)=dq’An-n’Adn+dlog $ A(dn’+dn) 
I I 
= dn’hn -n’Adv +(n’-n)A(dn’+dn)+(pw’AdT’ 
(we used the above relation w A dn = 0 and the similar relation w’ A dn’ = 0). Thus the difference 
P(q’) - P(q) is an exact form. 
Q.E.D. 
The explicit formulae obtained in the last proof will be of no less importance for us than the 
proposition itself. We shall be particularly interested in the form P’(o, n; w’, 7’) and in the 
equality dT’(w, n ; o’, 11’) = P(q’) -P(v). 
Note that r’(g’, 77’; w, 7) = -f’(o, 7; w’, 77’). 
Note also that changing the sign of w or o’ does not change T’(w, n ; o’, 7’) so the last is well 
defined by a pair of metrics g, g’: one takes for (0, 7) and (w’, 7’) arbitrary pairs of forms 
associated with 9, g and with $, g’. The resulting form is denoted by T’(g, g’); the relations 
dT’(g, g’) = P(g’) -P(g) and I”(g’, g) = -T’(g, g’) evidently hold. 
2. The form I” 
Let (w, n), (o’, q’), (g”, 7”) be three pairs of forms associated with a certain foliation. Then 
define 
r2(o,w1,wf’)=1 log w’ dlog O” -log w” dlog wl 
2( 101 Iwl Iwl IJ 
Clearly r*(w, w’, w”) is skew-symmetric in w, w’, w”. It is clear also that if the pairs (w, n), 
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(w', T'), (w", 7") are attached to metrics g, g’, g”, then l?(o, w’, 0”) is well defined by the metrics; 
it is denoted then by T’(g, g’, g”). 
PROPOSITION 1.2. dr*(w, w’, 0”) = r’(u’, 77’; o”, v”)- r%, 7; o”, 7”) + r’(w, 71; o’, q’). 
Proof, Since d log l~‘/ol- 9’ + q is divisible by o’ (see the proof of Proposition 1.11, and 
d log (o”/wI - 7” + q is divisible by 0” and since w’ A 0” = 0, we have 
On the other hand we have 
=dlogl~lhdlog1~1+9’*~“-qnrl”+rIhrll 
+dlog $ h(q’-$)+dlog $ ~(~‘-71 I I I I 
=dlog(~(ndlogl~l-tl”n~‘+r)“nll-q’nq 
h($‘+q’)-dlog $ h($‘+q)+dlog $ A(T/‘+~) I I I I 
- rQ, 17; d, g. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Zf (w”‘, 7”‘) is a fourth form associated with our foliation, then 
; d, ~7; (3) 
0 = rz(W’, w”, w”‘) - r& w’~, 0) + r%, wf, o’l’) - rz(w, o’, o”), (4) 
where (0, 71, (w’, q’), (o”, ~7, (o”‘, 7”‘) are pairs of forms associated with a certain foliation. 
The metric version is 
dI+(g) = 0; (1’) 
dr%, g’) = Rg’) - P(g); (2’) 
dr*(g, g’, g7 = r’(g’, g7 - r’(g, g7 + r’(g, g’); (3’) 
0 = rz(g’, g”, 0 - r*(g, g’,g7 + r*(g, 6, g”) - r?g, g’, 0, (4’) 
where g, g’, g”, g”’ are metrics. 
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3. The Gauss-Bonnet formula 
Let X be a connected oriented 
without a boundary. Suppose X 
three-dimensional submanifolds of 
f?t d. 
closed domain in a smooth three-dimensional manifold W 
is the intersection of a finite set of compact smooth 
W whose boundaries are in general position. There is a 
natural decomposition of X into the disjoint sum of four smooth manifolds (‘open skeleta’): a 
three-dimensional one, int X, a two-dimensional one, Y, a one-dimensional one, 2, and a 
null-dimensional one. Let Y,, . . . , Y, be the components of Y, and Z, . . . , Z, the components of
Z. It is clear that X U Y is a smooth 3-manifold whose boundary is Y, and yi U (% fl Z) is a 
smooth 2-manifold whose boundary is yi n Z. 
Let W have an orientable codimension-one foliation s, transversal to Y and Z. We fix three 
pairs of forms: a pair (w, q) associated with F on W, a pair (o,, 7,) associated with 91, on Y, 
and a pair (COG, q2) associated with 91z on Z (the last means only that o2 is non-degenerate). We 
assume also that the forms W,[Y 2, T,(~, can be extended to E and the forms CO&,, &, can be 
extended to .%. 
Define 
(the orientation of Y is induced by that of Z, the orientation of E fl Z is induced by that of Y, 
and the form oily, is considered as defined on % n Z). 
The most important case of the above situation is that when all forms o, 7; wl, To; co2 are 
defined by a Riemannian metric g in W: this metric induces Riemannian metrics in int X, Y, and 
Z, and they interact with 5 and give forms o, 77 ; ol, vl; w2, q2 satisfying the above extendability 
condition. Here o, wl, o2 are defined only up to sign; nevertheless the forms I”‘, r’, T2 are well 
defined. Substituting them into the right-hand-side of (5) we obtain a value depending (when 9F is 
fixed) only on g; we denote it by H(g). 
Note that unlike the metrics in X, Y, Z the pairs (0, v), (wl, vl), (oz, 7~2) are not induced by a 
single pair of forms in W. This is our motivation for choosing (CO, q), (01, ~1)~ (02, ~2) 
independently in the above construction. 
THEOREM 1.1. H(o, 7; wl, p; 02) does not depend (when 9, wl, ql, wz arefixed) on w and 9. 
In particular, if g, g’ are two Riemannian metrics in W inducing the same metric in Y then 
H(g) = H(g’). 
It is essential that the integrands in the right-hand-side of (5) do depend on o and 17 and that, 
moreover, H(o, II; w,, ql; w2) cannot be represented as a combination of integrals of forms 
universally expressible in terms of wI, ql, wz. The precise statement and the proof of this 
property of H (the ‘non-localizability’ of H) will be given in subsection 5. 
Instead of Theorem 1.1 we prove the following more precise assertion. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let (w’, v’), (al, vi), (4 7;) be other pairs of forms associated with F, Flu, 
FJz, and satisfying the extendability conditions. Then 
H(w’, 7’; w ;, 17 :; w;) - H(w, 17 ; oJl,~l; w,) 
= 
f (6) Y 
Proof. The formula (2) and Stokes theorem imply that 
I* P(tl’)-/x P(rl)=/y P(f&V;w’,7’). 
Furthermore, (3) implies that 
drz(@, m’,w;)= r*(d, +; d, 77i)-r’(o,7;0i, 719+ r’h, 77; b~‘h 
dr2(0, w,,o:) =ryol, 771;oi,17i) - r’b, 77; d,779+r’b, 77;~~~). 
Subtracting hese equations and using Stokes’ formula again gives the relation 
(7) 
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Finally (4) implies that 
0 = r2( o,,w;,o;)-r2(o,W:,0;)+r2(0,0;,W;)-r*(W,W1,0)1), 
o=r*(w’,w:,w;)-r2(w,0~,0;)+rz(0,0’,~;)-rz(w,0’,wI), 
0 = rQ,, + d) - r*b, 02, d) + r%, 0h, 4 - r%, ol, 4. 
and subtracting he sum of the second and the third equalities from the first one gives us the 
following: 
r*(w,wf, d)-~*(~, WI, d) = [r*(ol, m2, 0:)~r%-h, d, 41 
+ [rz(d, d, d) - r*(@, ml, 41- [r*b, w2, 0~:) - r%, WI, 021. (9) 
Substituting the right-hand-side of (9) into (8) and adding (8) to (7) we obtain the equality 
H(o’, n’; o:, 77;; CO:)-H(o, 9; Or, 71; 02) 
But the last sum is equal to zero as it contains two integrals over each component of Z and in 
these two integrals theintegrands coincide (this is the difference between the last sum and the 
previous one) and the orientations of the components are different. 
The expression H(u, 7; W, ql; 02), which by Theorem 1.1 does not depend on w and n, 
nevertheless depends on 5, and, thus on int X. The following proposition puts an essential 
restriction on the nature of this dependence. 
THEOREM 1.3. If the pair X, 9 is replaced by another pair, 2, @, with X-int X and Srl~i,~x 
unchanged, then the function 
remains unchanged up to an additive constant. 
More precisely : let @, X, p, i,$ be similar to W, X, Y, Z, 4”, and let cp : X-int X + X-int X 
be a diffeomorphism compatible with 91 : - - x ,ntX and SIX-int X. Then the difference 
where (5, < is a pair associated with 9, depends only on S, 9 and cp, but not on h, ;i, w, 7, WI, n I, 
w2. 
Metric version : the difference H(g) - H(g), where 2 and g are metrics in I@ and W, with 
respect to which the boundaries X-int X and X-int X are isometric, does not depend on S, g. 
Proof 
[H(G’, Tj’; (p*oI,‘p*~;; (P*w;)-H(w’,q’; o:, 7jl;fJd)l 
- [H(G, ij;cp*ot,cp*q*; 0*02)-H(w,7); 01, qt;G2)1 
= [H(~‘,ij’;cp*wLcp*7JII; (P*w:)-H(~,ij;cp*o,,cp*~,;‘P*W2)1 
-[H(wf,77’;~1,q~;~~)-H(o,?1;w,,77,;~*)1 
_ II Y r’(d, 4; ol, 77J + fi I, v”z[r2(0,Jy,, w2,0;)-r2(~llu,~~‘ll~~~~*)l =O. 1 
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It is interesting to compare Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 with the classical Gauss-Bonnet formula and 
the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer theorem[l]. The last represents the integral of the Hirzebruch 
polynomial Lk in the Pontryagin forms over a Riemannian 4k-manifold with a boundary as the 
sum of three terms: (i) something depending only on topological properties of X, (ii) something 
depending only on metric properties of ax, (iii) the integral over aX of a form defined locally by 
the metric in the neighbourhood of aX.t Moreover, (ii) cannot be represented as the integral of a 
form locally defined by the metric of 8X. The Gauss-Bonnet formula represents in a similar way 
the integral of the Gaussian curvature of a surface with a boundary, but there is no summand like 
(ii) in this representation; the sources of this phenomenon are pointed out in [l]. The other 
difference between the Gauss-Bonnet formula and the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer theorem is that the 
first holds in a more general situation-when the boundary is piecewise smooth. Then the 
summand (iii) breaks into two parts: in addition to the integral over the boundary of a ‘boundary’ 
form there stands an expression depending on the metric near the vertices of the bounding curve. 
The metric version of Theorem 1.1 above represents the integral of the Godbillon-Vey form 
of a codimension one foliation on a compact Riemann 3-manifold with a piecewise smooth 
boundary as a sum of two summands: one like (iii) (a sum of integrals over the skeletons of a 
boundary of forms depending on the metric and the foliation near these skeletons), and some 
H(g) depending on the metric on the boundary and the whole foliation. By Theorem 1.3, when 
one changes the foliation in int X (and even int X itself), H(g) varies by an additive constant. 
The sum (i) t (ii) in the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer formula behaves in the same way. But it is still 
unclear to us whether it is possible to break H(g) into two parts like (i) and (ii). We shall return to 
this question in subsection 5 below. 
4. The GodbillotkVey invariant for a piecewise smooth foliation 
Assume that a closed oriented 3-manifold X is formed by glueing together a finite set of 
compact domains with piecewise smooth boundaries (like those we considered in the previous 
subsection), the closure of each 2-face of each of these domains being attached, by some 
diffeomorphism, tothe closure of a 2-face of another domain. There is a natural decomposition of
X into the sum of connected smooth 3-manifolds, Xl,. . . , X’, connected smooth 2-manifolds, 
Y’, . . . ) Y”, connected smooth l-manifolds, Z’, . . . , Z’, and single points. Assume also that the 
closure of each X’ is furnished with a smooth codimension one foliation 9’ transversal to all Y” 
and ZB contained in _%‘, and that the foliations induced in Y Q by different 9’ ‘s coincide. Thus all 
the manifolds X’, . . . ,X’, Y’, . . . , Yk; Z’, . . . , Z’ have foliations of codimension 1. Choose 
associated pairs of forms: (w’, 77%. * 9 (J, 4); (WI’, 7717,. . , (WI’, $), 
(oz’, 7727,. . , (wz’, 7p’). These forms are assumed extendable to the closures of their manifolds. 
The pairs of forms in Y = UY’, Z = UZ’ defined by the (oli, vii), (wli, q2’) are denoted by 
(01,171), (0% 772). 
THEOREM 1.4. The sum 
&H(&‘; WllYnl’, T-j,[unn’; O&“R’) 
does not depend on any of forms o ‘, 77 ‘, . . . , a’, so that it is well defined by the foliations 9’. 
This follows from Theorem 1.2: one must take another set of forms, subtract the correspond- 
ing sums and transform it according to (6); all the summands inthe resulting sum cancel out. 
Thus the Godbillon-Vey invariant can be defined even for piecewise smooth foliations on 
3-manifolds. It would be interesting to compare this definition with the construction of the 
Godbillon-Vey class for piecewise linear foliations [B]. 
5. The localization and splitting problems 
The localization problem is one of representing H(w, 7 ; ol, TV; 4 as a sum of three terms: 
(i) the integral over Y of a form B(w,, 7,) universally expressed in terms of 01, 71. 
tThe formula is given in [l] only under an additional condition implying the vanishing of (iii&see Theorem 2 of [l]. The 
general formula is described in the note after Theorem 2. 
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(ii) the integral over Z of a form defined by the forms 02, n2 and the germs of 01, v1 at points 
of z; 
(iii) a constant depending on the foliation (in the whole X) but not on any form. 
The words ‘universally expressed in terms of ol, 7 ,’ can be interpreted in different ways. The 
most natural possibility is the following. For any pair of C” l-forms ol, ql in an arbitrary planar 
domain U such that o1 is nondegenerate and q1 A u1 = do, a C” 2-form B(o,, 7,) is given, and for 
any diffeomorphism cp of another planar domain into V the relation B((P*w,, ‘pan,) = 
cp *B (w,, q,) holds. Though the impossibility of localization with this interpretation of universal- 
ity seems very probable, we have succeeded in proving it only under an extra condition of 
smoothness put on B : for any vectors u, v at a point of U the function a’(U) x fI'( U)+R 
defined by (w,, ql)++[B(ul, q,)l(u, v) belongs to C’. At first sight this condition seems 
unimportant, but it is essential for the proof below, and we would like to remove it anyhow. 
LEMMA. If the function (o,, n,)++B(o,, 77,) satisfies the above universality and smoothness 
conditions then B(w,, q,) = a dw, + b dq, where a, b are constants. 
Proof. In an appropriate coordinate system the pair o,, 7, (wtith nondegenerate o1and with 
q1 A w1 = dw,) takes the form 
o1 = e’ dx, 
n, =df+g dx. 
One can also make f(0) = g(0) = 0. For a pair f, g of C”-germs with f(0) = g(0) = 0 we denote by 
B cf, g) the value of the form B (e’ dx, df + g dx) on the vectors a/ax, a/ay at 0. We are to prove 
that Bcf, g) = a(af/dy)(O) + b(ag/dy)(O) where a, b are constants. 
B is (can be considered as) a C’-function of 
fL,.. y = ,;:;;r (Oh 0 g,...,,..., = ;:x’r (0) 
with k 5 0, 1 2 0, (k, I) # (0, O), k + I s N for some N. The invariance under the diffeomorphism 
(x, y)“(x, Ay) [A # 01 implies that for any A # 0 
AB cf:, f:, g:, gs“, f”xx, f:,, f ‘k, . . .) = BCfP, Af,o, gx”, Ag;,f:x, Af:,, A’&, . . .); 
this equality holds also for A = 0 (by continuity arguments). This implies, because of B E C’, 
that B does not depend on partial derivatives with more than one subscript y. Thus 
BCf,g)=B(f+y’fI,g+y’gl) 
for any C--germs fI, gI. Using the invariance again we obtain that y2 can be replaced here with 
(CIX + y)’ for any u and hence that B is a function of four variables f;“, f:, gx”, gy”. Then we apply 
the invariance under the transformation (x, y)++(x + yx’, px + y) and obtain that B does not 
depend also on fx” and gz. Finally, the above equality 
B( . . . . Afy” ,..., Ag;,.. 
hB(. . . , f:,“, . . . , gp, . . .) = 
.) implies, again because of B E C’, that B is a linear function, i.e. 
BV,g)=af:+bg,O. 
Note. Without the smoothness condition the lemma is false. Counterexample: 
[B(w,, q,)l(u, II) = [dw,(u, u)l”‘[d~,(u, u)Y. 
Deducing the nonlocalizability from the lemma is straightforward. 
smooth boundary then Z is empty and 
If X is a manifold with a 
As Jax (a do, + b dq,) = 0 localizability would mean that b T’(o, q ; w, q,) does not depend on 
w,, 7,. But it does depend on them as the simplest examples how. 
Another possible way of interpreting the universality is the following: B(w,, 7,) must be 
expressed in terms of ol, q1 by a formula, in which a pair of l-forms defined in a space of any 
dimension can be substituted. More precisely, for any pair of C” l-forms oI, nI in an arbitrary 
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open subset U of R” with arbitrary n, such that o1 is non-degenerate and q1 A o1 = do, a 2-form 
B((o,, nl) in U must be given, and for any smooth imbedding of any open subset of R” with any 
m s n into U with nondegenerate CJJ*W, the equality B(cp*o,, (p*n,) = (P*B(o,, vl) must hold. 
If universality is interpreted in this way, the nonlocalizability is proved quite easily. The 
simplest way is just to repeat he above arguments, with the lemma being trivally true without any 
condition like smoothness: almost all pairs of l-forms of the above type in a space of 
dimension 2 3 can be reduced to the form e ’ dx, dy + t dx. There is another proof, which is more 
interesting from the point of view of generalizations to higher codimensions. We give it below. 
We assume again that 8X is smooth. The localizability would imply that 
H(w’, T)‘; w’l, 771; C&)--H(w, 7; WI, n1; w,) = 
I 
[B(@l, 17I)-R(w1, %)I. dX 
If WI = WJax, T-/I = 771 dX, wl = Ajax, 71 = 17&X then 
H(o, q; WI, q1; 02) = x P(?J7),H(w’, 77’; hJL 171; wi) = x mi)9 I I 
and we should have: 
i.e. 
I x {[~(~‘)-dB(wIt~)71)1-[~(~)-dB(w~,~,)l)=O. (10) 
This implies that 
P(n’)-dB(ol, 7:) =I+‘(q)-dB(o,,n,). (11) 
In fact, (10) remains valid if we press 8X into X, preserving the transversality to the foliation. 
Hence the integrand of (10) has zero integral over an arbitrarily small piece near the 
boundary; thus it vanishes near the boundary; and it vanishes everywhere by its universality. 
Furthermore, (11) means that P(v) - dB(wl, vl) [with o1 = @lax, q1 = n laxI does not depend on 
o, q i.e. it is invariant under diffeomorphisms, and this evidently implies that P(v) - dB(o,, 7,) 
is equal to zero. Finally, the equality P(v) = dB(ol, 7,) shows that the Godbillon-Vey class of 
an arbitrary foliation is trivial, which is known to be false. 
The splitting problem is one of representing H(w, n; wl, nl; w,) as a sum of two terms: 
(i) something depending only on the foliation in the boundary and the forms wl, ql, 0~2, TV, 
which does not change when these objects are replaced by diffeomorphic ones. 
(ii) a constant depending on the foliation (in the whole of X) but not on any form. 
As has been said before, there is such a splitting in the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer formula. 
Of course, the solvability of the localization problem implies the solvability of the splitting 
problem. 
In the case of a smooth boundary the splitting problem can be reduced to the following 
question concerning an individual manifold X with a foliation K Let cp be a diffeomorphism 
JX + 8X, compatible with the foliation 91 ax, and let wl, q, be a pair of forms associated with 
9),X. Is the integral 
I 
l+(WI, 71; (p*w1, (p*n*) (12) 
ax 
zero? 
If the splitting problem has a solution, then, after extending the pairs (ol, ~a), (cp *ml, cp *VI) to 
pairs (0, n), (o’, 7’) associated with whole of 5, the difference 
H(w, 71;W1,~l;h)-H(o’,77’;~**W1,cpX771;h) 
(where A is an l-form on the empty manifold) will vanish. But it is equal to the integral (12). 
Though we cannot see any general reason for the triviality of the integral (12), it is trivial for 
all examples considered by us, and we are forced to think that it is always trivial. If this is really 
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true, the splitting problem is solvable at least for manifolds with smooth boundaries. It can be 
solved by means of the Zermelo axiom: one fixes for each (up to diffeomorphism) connected 
piecewise smooth 2-manifold with a foliation of codimension 1, transversal to all edges, a 
foliation bounded by it on a smooth 3-manifold, and a pair w,‘, ql’ of forms associated to this 
foliation, and then takes as the summand (i) the expression 
I P(ahO, ?-/IO; WI, 771). (13) dX 
The triviality of (12) implies the invariance of (13) under diffeomorphisms. But even in this case 
we cannot see if it is possible to make the splitting effective as in the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer 
formula. We cannot even properly state the corresponding problem. 
However there exists a class of foliations for which H can be split effectively (but probably 
still not localized). This class consists of foliations whose restriction to the boundary can be 
defined by a closed form. In this case there exists a pair of forms o,‘, 77,’ associated to the 
foliation on JX with ql’ = 0, and it turns out that the integral 
I IqOIO, 0; WI, 771) (14) ax 
is invariant when 0,’ is replaced by any other closed form 0,’ defining the foliation (this follows 
from the evident equality I’(&:, 0; w,‘, 0) = 0). The integral (14) can be taken as the summand (i). 
The following @$2-S contain the extension of the theory developed in $1 to a more general 
situation, in particular, to the Bernstein-Rosenfeld-Bott-Haefliger characteristic classes of 
foliations of arbitrary codimensions (see [2], [5]). In 92 we describe some rather general 
structures playing the role of a metric or a pair of forms associated with a foliation; in this general 
situation we define objects having the main properties of r”, I’, I*. In 83 the theory of P2 is made 
explicit in the case of foliations. 44 is independent of the previous sections and contains 
preliminary material for §5, in which the basic results of §l are generalized to foliations of 
arbitrary codimension. 
$2. FORMAL STRUCTURES AND RELATED BICOMPLEXES 
1. Formal structures 
Let X be a smooth manifold, and p : E +X a smooth fibration whose total space is furnished 
with smooth action of the groupoid Diff X of diffeomorphisms of X which is compatible with p. 
In other words, to each diffeomorphism cp of an open set U C X onto an open set V C X is 
associated a diff eomorphism 6 : p-‘( U) + p-‘( V) covering cp, and the function cp H $J commutes 
with composing and inverting diff eomorphisms. 
Let then 8 be (the total space of) the sheaf of germs of sections of p, E’“’ the space of w-jets 
of these sections (with C” topology), p’“‘:E’“’ +=X the natural projection, and j : 8 + E’“’ the 
natural map. We assume a (not necessarily finite-dimensional) submanifold C of E’“’ chosen such 
that ~‘“‘1, : C +X is a smooth fibration and j-‘(C) is a subsheaf of 8. We denote this subsheaf by 
%‘, and call it the structural sheaf, its sections V-structures, and elements of V formal (%‘-) 
structures. Elements of Diff X preserving V are called admissible. They form a subgroupoid of 
Diff X which is denoted by G(Q). 
Note that the fibration C + X has a canonical flat G(V)-invariant connection: its horizontal 
sections are the images of sections of K 
Examples. 1”. The fibration p : E +X is the symmetric square of the cotangent bundle, V is 
the sheaf of germs of positive quadratic forms (Riemannian metrics). In this case V-structures 
are Riemannian metrics, and G(%‘) coincides with Diff X. 
2”. E = X x R” (where n = dim X), p is the product projection, and V is the sheaf of germs 
of sections X+E such that the composition X+E = X X R” +R” is regular. In this case C is 
the space of formal local coordinate systems on X(C = S(X) in the notation of [9]), and G(V) is 
Diff X again. 
3”. Assume that a codimension one foliation 9” is given on X. We take for p the Whitney sum 
of two copies of the cotangent bundle, and for 55’ the sheaf of germs of pairs of l-forms 
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associated with 9 (see Q 1, # 1). In this case G(V) is the groupoid of foliation preserving (partial) 
diffeomorphisms of X. 
4”. Assume that a codimension 4 foliation 9 is given on X. We take for p the Whitney sum of 
q + q2 copies of the cotangent bundle, and for V the sheaf of germs of sets {mi, qk 1 1 c i, j, k S q} 
of l-forms satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) the forms wi define 9; 
(ii) doj = ZI, 7)jk A ok (for all j). 
G(V) is again the groupoid of foliation preserving diffeomorphisms. 
Evidently, 3” is a special case of 4”; it is clear also that all stalks of ‘%’ are non-empty, and that 
V has a global section if and only if the normal bundle of 9 is trivial. 
We denote below the sheaf ‘% of this example by %7(s). 
Note that specifying forms oi, qjk satisfying the above conditions (i), (ii) is equivalent o 
trivializing the second conormal bundle of F, i.e. the bundle of 2-jets of maps (X, x)+ (R’, 0) 
(with x E X) constant on each leaf of $. Specifying forms oi defining 9 without qjk is 
equivalent to trivialing the first (usual) conormal bundle of 9. One can also define structures 
consisting in trivializing the kth conormal bundle of 9 with any k s m; if k = m the space of 
formal structures is the space S(9) of [3]. 
5”. Make a fiberwise factorization of the total space E of the fibration p of the previous 
example, identifying in each fiber of p pairs (ai, fijk), (a i, p :k) such that there exists an orthogonal 
matrix llal,,,II with 
This identification turns the space E into a space Eo, and the fibration p : E +X into a fibration 
po: E. + X. Take for a structural sheaf the sheaf @T(9) of germs of smooth sections of PO which 
are the images of germs of smooth sections of p belonging to V(9). The groupoid G(%9(9)) 
coincides with G(V(St)). 
When 9 = 1 the sheaf @P(9) is obtained from V(9) with the identification of (w, 7) and 
(--09 77). 
The geometrical meaning of a %30(9)-structure consists in trivializing the second conormal 
bundle of 9 factorized by the natural action of O(q). 
The main difference between %9(9)-structures and V(S)-structures is that a %0(9)- 
structure xists for any F. Moreover, it can be canonically defined if X is furnished not only with 
a foliation but also with a Riemannian metric. In this case we have only to construct near every 
point of X a set of forms aI,. . . , o4 defining the foliation and such that (wi, mj) = &I, to choose 
vector fields fl, . . . ,fq with wi($) = 6s and then to define the forms vjk by the formula 
qjk (5) = Oj (v,fk), where 6 is a tangent vector, and Vs denotes the covariant derivative. The forms 
wi and the vector fields fi are defined by these condition up to a change 
where IJais IIis a (variable) orthogonal matrix, and it is easy to check that the section of p. defined 
by the forms oi, qjk, is invariant under this change. Thus the %9(S)-structure is well defined by a 
metric. 
The more detailed investigation of %9(S)-structures and V(S)-structures will be undertaken 
in 93. 
2. The variation bicomplex 
The definition of the variation bicomplex which is presented below, as well as the definition of 
the difference bicomplex of the next subsection, was invented, in the case of Riemannian metrics, 
by I. M. Gel’fand and M. V. Losik. The details of their work will appear soon. 
Let V be a structural sheaf over X, and C be the corresponding manifold of formal structures. 
We denote by fl = n(C) = @n’(C) the (sheaf) de Rham complex of C. As the fibration C +X is 
furnished with a flat connection, R has a natural bicomplex structure: n’(C) = @P+9=,.flP’q, where 
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Wq is the set of such (Y E P+‘(C), that for any i # 0, any vertical (tangent to a fiber of the 
fibration C +X) vectors .$,, . . . , &+,, and any horizontal vectors nl,. . . , qqmi one has 
The differential of Sz decomposes into the sum of bihomogeneous differentials of bidegrees (0,l) 
and (l,O); they are denoted by d and 6. The equality (d + 6)’ = 0 is equivalent to the equalities 
d’=O, 6’=0, d6 =-6d. 
The decomposition Sz = @$P and the differentials d and 6 are compatible with the action of 
G(V). This implies that the G(V)-invariant elements of fi also form a bicomplex. It is called the 
variation bicomplex associated with %?. The sheaves this bicomplex consists of are denoted by 
a’$‘, and for its differentials we keep the notations d, 6. 
3. The difference bicomplex 
Denote by AP.’ the sheaf of skew-symmetric smooth maps of the sheaf VP”-the sum of 
p + 1 copies of V-into the sheaf of germs of differential q-forms on X. Thus an element of A”” 
is a skew-symmetric function relating to p + 1 germs of sections of C at a point x E X the germ 
of a 4 -form on X at x. Another interpretation of A p-q is that it is the sheaf of germs of horizontal 
q-forms on P+‘) (the total space of the sum of p + 1 copies of the fibrations C +X) which are 
skew-symmetric under the natural action of the permutation group on C’““‘. 
The de Rham differential defines a map AP.” +A”‘““; this map, multiplied by (-l)‘, is 
denoted by d. The differential A: AP.’ -+ A”‘.’ is defined by the formula 
p+l 
Aa&, . . . ,fp+,) = -go (-l)‘UCfO,. . . Ji,. . . ,fLJ+d 
Clearly, dZ = 0, A2 = 0 and dA = -Ad. It is clear also that the both differentials are compatible with 
the action of G(V) so there is a bicomplex of invariant elements just as before. It is called the 
difference bicomplex associated with 55’. The sheaves of this bicomplex are denoted by A?/, and 
its differentials again by d, A. 
Note that we dealt with the difference bicomplex implicitly in 0 1, where the structural sheaf of 
the example 3’7 # 1) played the role of % (also implicitly). The expressions r”, I’, I2 were actually 
sections of A y, A k?‘, A:‘, and the relations (l)-(4) mean that dp = 0, dI’ = -Ar”, dI* = AI?, 
0 = AI” or that the sum I0 + I’ -I’* belongs to the kernel of the total differential d + A (is a 
(d + A)-cycle). 
4. Relations between the variation and difference bicomplexes 
First of all we construct a homomorphism from the difference bicomplex into the variation 
one. 
Let a E A”,‘. As we noted in the previous subsection, a may be regarded as a horizontal 
form of C@‘+‘); apply to a successively the differentials along the (p + l)th, pth, . . . , second 
summand C, and restrict the resulting form to the diagonal C C Ccpt’). We obtain a form in a’.‘, 
and associating it to a defines a map A ‘.’ -+ fP. It is easy to see that this map is compatible with 
the action of G(V) and that the diagrams 
commute. Thus we get a homomorphism {AwP” ; d, A}-+{S1~P*4 ; d, 6). We denote this 
homomorphism by 7. 
Example. If %’ is as in the example 3” of # 1, then r maps the (d + A)-cycle r” + I’ - I* (see 
the end of # 3) into the form TJ A dn + (6~ A n + 27~ Ade) + E A de where E is the vertical l-form 
defined by the formula 60 = E A W, and w, n are the horizontal l-forms defined as follows. If 
(wO, no) E C, that is (w,, no) is an m-jet of a pair of forms associated with the foliation, and 5 is a 
tangent vector of C at (w, no), then o(t), n(t) are equal to the values of wO, q. at the projection 
of .$ in X. 
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As we shall see, in some special situations 7 is a homotopy equivalence. In order to describe 
these situations we make the following definition. 
Definition 2.1. A linearization of the manifold C of formal V structures is a smooth function 
cp : C”’ x I + C [where C’*’ denotes, as before, the subset of C x C consisting of pairs (co, c ,) 
with pcm’(cO) = p@‘(c,)] satisfying the following axioms: 
(i) cp(cO, c,,O) = co, cp(cO, cl, 1) = cl; 
(ii) cp (CO, co, t ) = co; 
(iii) f(cp(co, cl, r)) = c~Cf(c~),f(cd, t) for f E G(Q); 
(iv) if yo, yl : U + C are horizontal sections over an open subset of X, then u H cp (ye(u), 
r,(u), t) is a horizontal section for any t E I. 
The existence of a linearisation evidently implies that the fibers of P@“)~ : C +X are 
contractible. Hence there is no linearization in the examples 2” and 4” of # 1 (the fibers are 
homotopy equivalent to GL (dim X, R) in the example 2”, and to GL (4, R) in the example 4”). On 
the contrary, the manifold of formal structures of the example 1” has a natural linearization: it is 
defined by the linear paths. As to example 5”, its manifold of formal structures is also linearizable; 
we shall prove this in 93. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If the manifold of formal V-structures is linearizable, the homomorphism r : 
{A 2“; d, A}+ {RV; d, 6) is a homotopy equivalence. 
The following proof contains a canonical construction associating a homotopy inverse of T to 
a linearization of C. 
For any co,. . . , c, E C, = C tl [(p’-‘)-‘(x)1 define a map ~p~~...~, of the standard simplex 
A’ = {(to, . . .,t,) E RP+‘ltoaO ,..., t,, 20; to+.. * + tp = 1) into C in the following way: cpcO 
maps A0 into co; if the maps cp_~~ with k <p are defined, we put 
(PCo...Cp(tO,. . . , tp) = c, if tp=l 
= &c, (r,) if t,<l, 
where c = cp,...,,_,(to/l -t,,,. . . , tDmd - 4,). 
Let cr be an element of fig’ over x E X, and let c,, . . . , c, be points of C,, and t,,. . . , & be 
tangent vectors to X at x. Substituting in (Y the horizontal vectors covering tl,. . . , & we obtain a 
p-form a 65, . ...&) in C,. Put 
(+(Y(co,. . . , c,; 51,. . . , &) = C. [skn(io,. . . , i,)lp !I up ~PT~...~.(Y(S~, . . . , &), 
(io....&) I 
where the sum is taken over all the permutations of 0,. . . , p. If fo, . . . , fp are germs of horizontal 
sections of ~‘“‘1, at x, then the formula 
(y;771,.. ,rlq)H~~Cfo(Y),...tfP(Y),~71,...,77q), 
where y E X and nl,. . . , qq are tangent vectors to X at y, defines a germ U(Y I~o, . . . , fp ) of a 
q-form on X at x, the formula 
cfo,. * * ,fPb+(+LYCfO,. * * fP) 
defines an element (T(Y of A*‘,‘, and, finally, the formula (Y ++ ~a defines a map u : &P’q + A%“‘. It 
is easy to check that the maps o compose a homomorphism of the bicomplex I&‘.” ; d, 6) into 
the bicomplex {A~p~4 ; d, A} we denote this homomorphism again by (T. We shall prove that u is 
homotopy inverse to T. 
The composition 7 0 g is the identity. To prove that the composition u 0 T is homotopic to the 
identity one approximates it by the operations of multiple barycentric subdivision. More 
precisely, let gk,lr . . . , u~.~, be the highest dimension simplices of the k th barycentric subdivision 
of the standard simplex A” ; vkio, . . . , vkjp be the naturally ordered vertices of gkj ; and e(j) equal to 
1 or - 1, according to the orientation of mkj induced by this order. The simplex flkj is contained in a 
certain simplex u~_,,~' of the (k - 1)th barycentric subdivision of AP and corresponds to a certain 
order of its vertices (in general, different from the natural one). The vertices of flk-1.j’ in this order 
are denoted by v& . . . , u hjp. (Thus v kjr is a vertex of the (k - 1)th barycentric subdivision of hp.) 
For germs fo, . . . , fp of sections of the fibering C +X we denote by fkjr, f Ljr the germs 
y H (pfo(y~..&Cyd~kir)~ Y H (Pfo(y)...fp(ydv ;irh 
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The formulae 
barka cf~, . . . , fp) = c [sign(&, . . . , i,)P!l 5 E(jbCfkjb,. -. )fkjiph 
(i&...,i,) j=1 
DbCfo,. . . , fP) = C [sign (io, . . 
(io,...,i,~ 
. , i,)/p !] 5 f$ ~0’) go (-l)‘bCfij,, * . . 7 f8ir, fkjh * * * 9 fkjiP) 
I=1 j=l 
define an endomorphism bark of {AQ,’ } and a homotopy D connecting this endomorphism with 
the identity. It remains to note that the sequence {ban} has a limit and that this limit is equal to 
u 0 7. 
5. A final remark 
For all the examples of # 1, as well as for any structure $5’ with transitive G(V), the variation 
and difference bicomplexes are actually independent of X. For instance, one can replace X with 
any open subset of it, taking the appropriate restriction of the structural sheaf. (It would be still 
more convenient to take for X a “formal point”-the ring of formal power series-but our 
definitions would need a slight modification.) 
For this reason, all computations for the variation and difference bicomplexes connected with 
foliations can be carried out in the case when the manifold is Euclidean space and the foliation is 
a family of parallel planes. 
83. THE STRUCTURES ASSOCIATED WITH A FOLIATION 
1. The generalized Godbillon-Vey forms 
The generalized Godbillon-Vey classes were introduced by Bernstein_Rosenfeld[2], [3] and 
Bott-Haefliger[4], [5], [12]. The construction presented below is intermediate between the 
constructions [3] and [4]. 
Let g be a Lie algebra (over R). Recall that the Weil algebra W(g) is by definition the tensor 
product A*g’ @ S*g’ of the exterior and symmetric algebras over g’-the dual of g--, equipped 
with: 
(i) the graduation W(g) = &Up(g), where 
w*(g) = @ (h’g’ 0 S’g’); 
i+*j=q 
(ii) the filtration W(g) = FoW(Q) > F, W(g) 3 . - * where 
FrW(g) = @ (h*g’ @ Sjg’); 
*jar 
(iii) the multiplicative homogeneous differential d : W(g) + W(g), defined by the relation 
d(yOl)=l@y+(Vy)Ol, 
where y E g’ = h’g’ = S’g’, and Vy E A$’ is defined by the formula Vy(g,, gZ) = y([g,, gZl). In 
the sequel we shall deal with the algebra W(gl(q, R)), more precisely with the factor algebra 
W(gl(q, R))/F~+lW(gl(q, R)). 
This is called the truncated Weil algebra of gl(q, R), and is denoted simply by W(q). 
Assume now that a codimension q foliation F of X is given and that a Q(S)-structure is 
fixed, that is, a set of l-forms oi, qjk on X has been constructed such that the forms Oi define 9 
and the forms qjk satisfy the conditions dwj = xk7)jk A ok. (Recall that such a structure exists if and 
only if the normal bundle of F is trivial.) Denote by ejk the functional on gl(q, R) mapping a 
matrix into its entry with indices j, k, and define a map W’(gl(q,R)) = gl(q,R)‘+R’X by the 
fOrIda ejk I+ qjk. This map has a unique CXtenSiOn to a UdtipkatiVe, homogeneous map 
W(gl(q, R))-+il*X commuting with the differential which maps 10 ejk into the 2-form 
[jk = dqjk - Zm7Jjm h 7)mk. 
As a direct calculation shows, this form belongs to the ideal generated by wl,. . . , o, (one need 
only check that [jk h co, A * * * A co, = 0), and therefore all the products 
&,.% A’ ’ ’ A &A. 
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with r > q vanish. Hence the homomorphism W@l(q, R))+fl*X constructed above defines a 
homomorphism 
W(q)+R*X. (15) 
The forms in the image of this homomorphism are called the generalized Godbillon-Vey forms. 
For example, a codimension one foliation with an associated pair of forms (w, n) has four 
generalized Godbillon-Vey forms: 1, 7, dq, n A dq. 
One can prove that the homology homomorphism induced by (15) does not depend on qjk and 
is invariant under replacing the set {oi} with a homotopic one. The proof is similar to that of 
Proposition 1,l; we omit it though it is closely related to our subject. 
The homology of W(q) is well known: it coincides with the real cohomology of the inverse 
image of the 2n-skeleton of the base of the universal U(q)-fibration. For example, the reduced 
homology of W(1) is generated by a single three-dimensional element, corresponding to the 
Godbillon-Vey class. The reduced homology of W(2) is generated by five elements, and so five 
polynomials in the forms nI1, n12, nZl, nz2 and their differentials represent five characteristic 
classes in the cohomology of X. Here are the polynomials. 
(where, aS before, &k = dnjk - Cmnjm A qmk). 
Recall now the connection between the homology of W(q) and the continuous cohomology of 
the Lie algebra W, for formal vector fields in R’. This cohomology is by definition the homology 
of the complex {C*(W,), V}, where C’(W,) is the space of continuous linear functionals 
A’W, + R, and V is defined by the formula 
VF(&, . . . , &+I) = J_ (-l)“+*-‘F([&, 61, t-1,. . , is,. . 9 it,. . . 3 &+d. 
Define an injection 
W(q)+C*(W,;R) (16) 
in the following way. The functional eij E gl(q, R) = W’(Ql(q, R)) is taken into the 1-cochain 
W, + R, given by the formula 
and the images of the remaining elements of W(q) are well defined by linearity, multiplicativity 
and compatibility with the differential. 
PROPOSITION 3.1 (see [7], [lo]). The homomorphism (16) is a homotopy equivalence. 
2. The generalized Godbillon-Vey forms in the variation complex associated with ‘S’(9) 
There is a natural way to define horizontal l-forms wi, vjk in the manifold C(s) of formal 
V(S)-structures: the value of the form wi (the form qjk) on the tangent vector 5 to C(9) at a 
point (~0, qqk) E C(9) is defined as the value of the form representing the jet w? (the jet Tqk) on 
the projection of 5 in X (cf. the example in #4 of $2). These forms satisfy the relation 
dmj = xvjk A uk (where d is the ‘horizontal Component of the exterior differential of C(S)-See 
# 2 of 42) and are G(V($))-invariant. Therefore the construction of # 1 gives a homomorphism 
W(q)+@&, d] (17) 
which, as we see, is constructed without any additional choices and even without assuming that the 
normal bundle of F is trivial. Two extension problems arise. The first is to extend (17) to a 
homomorphism W(q) + {lL%Ts,, d + 6). The second arises because of the equality {0%$, d} = 
{A$&, d} and is to extend (17) to a homomorphism W(q)+{A MS,, d + 6). We put the second 
problem aside for a while (‘till #4) and begin solving the first one. 
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The forms wi define an integrable system on C(9): they define the foliation induced by 9 via 
the projection C($)+X. In virtue of this there exist forms iik E R’(C(F)) such that 
C G/jk A ok = (d + 6)0j. (18) 
Clearly the (1, 0)-components Ejk of the forms $jk are well defined by (18); they are 
G(V(S))-invariant and satisfy the relation xejk A Ok = 6Wj. (One can take qjk for the (0, l)- 
components of $jk.) By associating 7)jk + l jk to f?jk we obtain the desired extension 
of (17). 
W(q)+{%%, d+ 61 (19) 
PROPOSITION 3.2. The homomorphism (19) induces a monomorphism on homology. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.1 we need only construct a homomorphism {Q$YS,, d + S}+ 
C*( W, ; R) whose composition with (19) is the injection (16). Take x E X and choose a local 
coordinate system {ti} with origin x in a neighbourhood U of x, such that t,, . . . , t, are locally 
constant on the leaves of the foliation. Take then the point y E C over x corresponding to the 
forms oi = dti(i = 1,. . . , q), qjk = 0. The Lie algebra W, maps naturally into the tangent space of 
C at y (as well as at any other point of C): any one-parameter family of diffeomorphisms of R“ 
defines an one-parameter family of foliation preserving diff eomorphisms of U, and-by means of 
inducing-a one-parameter family of locally defined forms w, 7 (the forms 77 remain zero). This 
homomorphism W, + tang, C gives rise to a homomorphism 0*(C) + C*( W, ; R) which obvi- 
ously takes qjk into 0 and Ejk into ea. 
3. The generalized Godbillon-Vey forms associated with a ?&9(3%tructure 
Denote by WO(q) the subcomplex of W(q), consisting of ‘O(q)-basic’ elements, that is 
classes of those elements of A*gt(q,R)‘@S*gl(q,R)’ which (i) are O(q)-invariant, and (ii) 
belong to the image of Ag(i(q, R)/B(q))’ @ S*gl(q, R)‘. These elements can be characterized also 
by their being taken into the subcomplex C*( W,, O(q); R) of C*( W, ; R) by the injection (16); 
recall that C*( W,, O(q); R) consists of the O(q)-invariant elements of C*( W,; R) which are 
annihilated by the elements of D(q) C W,. The injection WO(q)+ C*( W,, O(q); R) arising is a 
homotopy equivalence again (see [3]). 
Let us study the behaviour of elements of WO(q) under the homomorphisms (15) and (19). As 
to the homomorphism (15), a direct calculation shows that its restriction to WO(q) depends 
actually not on the %($)-structure but on the indiced V%(9)-structure. Thus the homomorphism 
wO(q)+R*(X) (20) 
can be constructed when a %M(F)-structure is given. Furthermore the induced homology 
homomorphism 
H,(WO(q))+H*(X;R) 
does not depend even on the ‘#0(S)-structure, and thus is well defined by the foliation 9. As a 
S??(S)-structure exists for any foliation 9 (see # 1 of §2), the last homomorphism is defined for 
any foliation 9t. It coincides with the characteristic homomorphism of [2] and [5]. 
When q = 1, WO(q) coincides with W(q). When q = 2 the reduced homology of W(q) is 
generated by three elements, and so three polynomials in the forms qil, v12, v21, n22 and their 
differentials represent three characteristic classes. Here are the polynomials: 
d(l7,,+7722)hd(77,,+7722)A(~11,+~22), 
(111 A (22- 512A c,,)A(7711 + 7722) 
(where cjk = dqjk - E’mqjrn A qmk). They do not vary if the forms vjk are replaced by others 
representing a V(S)-structure inducing the same $%($)-structure. The first of these polyno- 
mials represents the first Pontryagin class of the normal bundle of S. It may be replaced by 
dn,1hdn22-d77,2Adq2,. 
Note that the homology of WO(q) is well-known as that of W(q) (see [12]). 
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Turn to the homomorphism (19). One can easily check that it takes elements of WO(q) into 
forms of C(9) lifted from CO(s). Hence we have a homomorphism 
WO(q)+{@&s,,d+S}. (21) 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The homomorphism (21) induces a monomorphism on homology. 
Proof. Consider the homomorphism 
composed of the homomorphism (21), the homomorphism, induced by the projection, and the 
homomorphism constructed in the proof of Proposition 3.2. Its image is clearly contained in 
C*( W,, O(q); R), and the induced homomorphism WO(q)+ C*( W,, O(q); R) clearly coincides 
with the natural injection. But the latter is a homotopy equivalence. 
4. The linearisation of ‘W(9)-structures 
Note first that an m-jet of a %70(S)-structure is a class of m-jets of %($)-structures with 
reSpeCt to the following eqUiVakUCe rehtiOU. An m-jet of a @‘(St)-structure (oi, vjk) at a certain 
point iS eqUiV&nt t0 an m-jet Of a if(S)-Structure (w:, Tjk) at the same point if there exist m-jets 
of functions ast (s, t = 1, . . . , q) at the point such that the matrix llas,II is orthogonal and 
(22) 
The equivalence of this description of a ‘&T(9)-structure to the initial one follows from three 
remarks. First: if the jets of %($)-structures (oi, nj*), (o’i, ‘?j:k) represent the same %@(9)- 
structure, then there exists a jet of (variable) orthogonal matrices llas,II with o: = Zuisos, and this 
jet is well defined by oi, 0:. Second: if (oi, qjk) is the jet of a ‘%(9)-structure and the forms w:, q:k 
are defined by the formula (22) with orthogonal llas,II then (w:, q!k) is also the jet of a 
V(S)-structure, and (Wi, qjk), (w:, q!k) define the same jet of ‘&T(9)-StrUCkIre. Third: if (oi, qjk), 
(o:, q\k) are two jets of w(S)-structures and w:, . . . , ob coincide with ol, . . . , I)~ and 7 !k - 7)ik 
is skew-symmetric (that is ~:k + T$ = qjk + qkj), then the forms q:k coincide with qjk. 
Now we construct a canonical linearisation of @Y(9)-structures. 
First recall that the homogeneous space GL(q, R)lO(q) has a natural GL(q,R)-invariant 
Riemannian metric of non-positive curvature. In virtue of this any two points of the space are 
joined by a unique geodesic path, and these paths are taken into each other by GL(q, R). 
Let lo, 5’ be two m-jets of %%‘(9)-structures at a point x E X. Take jets of Q(S)-structures 
(6~0, qqk), (toi’, ~:k) over co, I’. Relating to a jet of a V(S)-structure (oi, vjk) at x the jet of the 
map X + GL(q, R) taking the vector olo, . . . , wqo into ol, . . . , co, defines a map of the set of jets 
of V(S)-structures into the set of jets of maps X + GL (q, R), and hence a map of the set of jets 
of V&9($)-structures into the set of jets of maps X + GL(q, R)/O(q). The last map takes lo into 
the constant jet with the value O(q) and takes 5’ into a certain jet f :X+GL(q, R)lO(q). The 
uniqueness of geodesic paths in GL (q, R)/O(q) gives rise to a canonical path t -f(t) joining 
these jets. Fix a path fog in the space of jets of maps X-+GL(q,R) beginning at the 
constant jet with the value E and covering f, and denote by h the jet of the map X + GL (q, R) 
taking the vector ol’, . . . , coqo into w,, . . . , co,. The path 
t H{g(r)ti’, (1- f)[g(t)q’(g(f))-’ +dgU)W))-‘I + WtV-‘s’h(s(t))-’ +d(g(t)h-‘)h(g(t))-‘l} 
(where o” denotes the vector w,‘, . . . , co,‘, and no, 7)’ denote the matrices /qykII, 11qikll) in the 
space of jets of V(S)-structures defines a path in the space of jets of @T(S)-structures, which 
does not depend on any intermediate choices and joins 5” and 5’. 
Such paths give the required linearisation. 
By Proposition 2.1 the linearizability of the %0(s)-structure implies that the homomorphism 
T : {A&b); d, A} + @H~F,; d, 8) 
is a homotopy equivalence. Moreover, the canonical linearization gives rise to a canonical 
homotopy inverse to r, 
cr :{m&s,; d, 6}+{A&‘$s,; d, A}. 
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The composition of u with (21) is a homomorphism 
WO(q)+{A&%~,,d+A}, (23) 
and the composition of (23) with the homomorphism induced by the projection C(9) + CO(S) is 
a homomorphism 
WO(q)+{A218w,,d+A) (24) 
extending the restriction to WO(q) of (17). 
We conjecture that the homomorphisms (19), (21) [and hence (23)], and (24) are homotopy 
equivalences. (This would imply that the homomorphism (17) cannot be extended to a 
homomorphism W(q)+{AISTs,, d + A}.) We can prove it only for q = 1, dim X+ 2 so far. 
Remarks. 1”. The procedure for constructing (d+ b)-cycles corresponding to the cycles of 
W(q) is the following. Take the generalized Godbillon-Vey form written in the usual way in 
terms of the forms qjk and replace everywhere d by d + 6 and vjk by qjk + l jky taking intO BCCOUnt 
that &jk = 0. 
The procedure for constructing (d + A)-cycles corresponding to the cycles of WO(q) is the 
following. Denote by &((oi, qjk), (ai, q:k)) the (s, t)-element of the matrix log F, where F is the 
matrix taking wl, . . . , co, into w i, . . . , ok. Of course E,, is not a well defined element of ASib 
because only matrices sufficiently close to unity have logarithms. Ignoring this for a while, take 
the (d + d)-cycle for the given cycle of WO(q), and replace in it 6 by A, E,, by E,, and the exterior 
product by the skew-symmetrized cup-product of simplicial cochains. General properties of 
elements of WO(q) automatically imply 
extended to cochains of Arirts,, and (ii) 
A &km. 
2”. Applying the above procedures 
(d + 6)-cycle 
that: (i) the resulting expressions can be analytically 
each of these cochains is the image of a cochain of 
to the Godbillon-Vey form 7 ~dq we obtain the 
and the (d + A)-cycle r” + f’ + f’ where 
These expressions are different from the (d + 6) cycle presented in the example in # 4 of P2 and 
the (d + A)-cycle I“ + I’ - I2 of §I, though they are related to them by suitable homology 
relations. In 8 1 we preferred the expression r” + I’ - I2 to the expression r” + i;’ + f’ because of 
the awkwardness of the latter. 
3”. When q = dim X the foliation 9 becomes trivial and can be discarded. In this case a 
V(S)-structure consists in fixing the 2-jet of a local coordinate system at each point x E X 
(continuously with respect to x), and a @T(9)-structure is simply an affine connection. Most of 
the generalized Godbillon-Vey forms associated with this @‘0(S)-structure are trivial by 
dimension arguments. The only exceptions are polynomials in the Pontryagin forms. But all the 
generalized Godbillon-Vey forms are nontrivial in the extended variation or difference complex; 
moreover the injection of WO(q) into each of these complexes induces a monomorphism on 
homology (Proposition 3.3). 
1. Stratified sets 
84. THE DE RHAM COMPLEX OF A STRATIFIED SET 
Definition 4.1. A smooth n-manifold with a piecewise smooth boundary is a connected subset 
of a smooth n-manifold without boundary which is the intersection of a finite family of 
n -submanifolds whose boundaries are in general position (cf. # 4 of 5 1). 
Manifolds with piecewise smooth boundaries can be described also by means of local models; 
one can take for them the products of Euclidean spaces and the octants of Euclidean spaces. 
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By smooth maps of manifolds with piecewise smooth boundaries, differential forms on such 
manifolds, their tangent vectors, etc., we mean corresponding objects given in the containing 
manifold. 
The boundary of an n-manifold with a piecewise smooth boundary naturally decomposes into 
a disjoint sum of smooth connected manifolds of dimensions 0,. . . , n - 1; these manifolds, as 
well as int X, are called strata of X. 
Definition 4.2. A Hausdorff space is called a stratified set, if it is furnished with a locally finite 
decomposition into a sum of strata xi which are connected sets satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(i) if Xi n Xj # fl, then _%: > Xj. 
(ii) the closure of each X is equipped with a structure of a smooth manifold with a piecewise 
smooth boundary, such that each stratum Xj contained in Xi is a stratum of xi, and that the 
smooth structures of X,, Xj are compatible. 
Examples of stratified sets are: a smooth manifold with a piecewise smooth boundary, and a 
locally finite simplicial complex. 
Definition 4.3. A map from a stratified set X into a stratified set Y is called smooth if it takes 
each stratum of X to a stratum of Y and is smooth on the closure of each stratum of X. 
It is obvious that smooth maps are continuous. 
2. Differential forms 
Let X = UX be a stratified set. 
We denote by n(_%) the sheaf of germs of differential q-forms on Xi, extended onto X by 
zero. Define 
n”(X)= 6 n n’-“(Xi*) 
k =O vc io,....~ $ 
where the product under the summation sign is taken over all k-flags, that is sequences of 
pairwise different strata X-,, . . . , xi, with x,_, > Xi (j = 1, . . . , k). The sections of n’(X), which 
are sometimes called q-forms on X, are written as sets of forms wb...k, where 0 < k G q, iO,. ’ . . , lk 
are indices of strata composing a k-flag, and ~...i~ is a (q-k)-form on xi,. 
The differential d : a’(X) 4 flq”(X) is defined by 
(dw),...i, = (-l)k do,..i, +,$ (-l)‘w,...;;...i*IXi~. 
A direct calculation shows that dad = 0, i.e. that {fiq,d} is a complex. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The complex 
n(x) = {.n”(X) : n’(x) : C(X) +. . *} 
is acyclic, i.e. the homology of this complex is trivial in positive dimensions and coincides in 
dimension 0 with the constant sheaf R, naturally embedded in a”(X). 
Proof. Let x be an arbitrary point of X, and Xi be its stratum. Let then Xi,, . . . , xi, be strata 
different from xi whose closures contain X. In the complex 
n,(x) = {n,“(x) 5 n,‘(x) : Q,‘(X) --+. . .} 
composed of the stalks of the sheaves a4 at x, we define a filtration F: 
o E Fk%’ if wh...j, = 0 for I s K. 
Clearly 
0 = F,,,&’ c F,,_JIz,” c . . + c F_,fi2,9 = 02,‘. 
This filtration is compatible with the differential and gives rise to a spectral sequence. In this 
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spectral sequence 
where the summation is taken over all p-flags composed of the strata Xi, X,, . . . , Xi,, and 
&q(Xj,) is the space of germs of q-forms on Xj, at the point x. The zero differential of this 
spectral sequence coincides (up to sign) with the usual exterior differential, and since the 
complexes {nP(X,,), d} are acyclic, we have 
0 if q >O, 
P.4 _ El - 
@ R if q = 0. 
il....& 
Alternatively, EIP” can be interpreted as the space of p-cochains of the semisimplicial set 
corresponding to the (partially) ordered set i, i,, . . . , i,. The differential d, becomes the usual 
semisimplicial differential in this interpretation. This set has an initial element (namely i) and 
therefore the semisimplicial set is acyclic. Hence EzP” = 0 for (p, q) f (0,O) and Ezoso = R, this 
implies the acyclicity of a(X). 
As the sheaves a’(X) are fine, the acyclicity of II(X) gives rise to a canonical isomorphism 
between the homology of the global section complex {In’,d} and the real cohomology of X. 
Thus 5L is a good substitute for the de Rham complex for stratified sets. We shall establish a 
further analogy between 51 and the de Rham complex in # 3, where we define integration for the 
sections of Q and prove the Stokes formula. 
Note that a smooth map f from a stratified set X into a stratified set Y defines in an obvious 
way a homomorphism 
f*:a(Y)+n(x), 
and the induced homomorphism 
H,({I@(Y), d))-+ H*(P’(X), d}) 
coincides with 
f*:H*(Y, R)+H*(X, R). 
3. Integration 
Being a locally finite simplicial complex, the standard simplex A“ has a natural structure of 
stratified set. Its strata are its open faces. We denote by A(i,, . . . , ik) the face opposite to the 
vertices with indices iO, . . . , ir. The faces inherit from A4 an ordering of their vertices, and hence 
orientations. 
We call a smooth singular q-simplex of a stratified set X a smooth (in the meaning of the 
Definition 4.3) map of A” into X. A finite linear combination of smooth singular simplices is called 
a smooth singular chain. The smooth singular chains form a subcomplex of the usual singular 
complex of X, and it is homotopically equivalent to the whole complex. 
If o is a q-form of X, i.e. a sectionof 0” (X), and cp is a smooth singular q-simplex, then the 
integral J_ o is defined as 
&go & (-l)i,+-..+i,+r(i,....,it) J-_ 9*(w) ‘%Q,A(il) ,..., Nil ,..., ikj 
were the second summation is taken over all (ordered) sequences i,, . . . , ik E {0, . . . , q} and 
I(i,,. . . , i,) is the number of pairs of indices s, t such that s < t, i, < i,. 
The integral & o of a form w over a smooth singular chain c = Cni(pi is defined as Xn, &, O. 
It is clear that for any smooth map f of a stratified set X into a stratified set Y, any form w on 
Y, and any smooth singular chain c of X we have 
f*w =I,.. w  
It is clear also that the integral of a form over a chain does not change if the chain is replaced by 
its subdivision. 
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PROPOSITION 4.2. (The Stokes formula). If c is a smooth singular q-chain of a stratified set X 
and w E lW~‘(X), then 
where 8 is the boundary operator. 
Proof. One can restrict oneself to the case when X = A“ and c is the identity. One can also 
take the form w to be zero for all flags but one, A,,,. . . , hr. If JaC o + 0, then 
(dim AO,, . .,dimAI,)=(q-1 ,..., q - k + l), if lC dw # 0, then (dim A,,, . . . , dim A,) is a subse- 
quence of (q,. . . , q -k + l), i.e. (dim A,,,. . . ,dimAk)=(q ,..., q-r+l, 
q-r-l,..., q - k - 1) with OS r < k + 1. In the last case A0 = A’, A1 = A(il), . . . , A,-, = 
A(i,, . . . , L1), A, = A(i,, . . . , ir+J,. . . , A,, = A(i,, . . . , ik+,). There are three possibilities. 
(i) r = 0. In this case 
I do = (-1) i,+...+it+l+l(i ,,..., ik+,) c I aJ Ao....& A(i8,....ir+d 
I 
w = (_l)il(_l)i;+...+i;*1+1(4,....i*,I) 
ac 
where ii = 
and obviously E do = .jk CU. 
(ii) O< r < k. In this case 
I dw = (-1) i,+...+i*+l+l(i ,,.“, i*+,) (-l)‘ob.A c 
+ C-1) 
i,+...+ik_,+I(i ,..... c,+ ,,..., ik+, I (-l)‘O&,....,& = 0, U,,...,ik) 
and JaC o = 0 (the mark * means that one should transpose i, and Ltl). 
(iii) r = k + 1. Then A* = A(i,, . . . , ik) and the index &+, is not involved at all. In this case 
I do = x (-1) i,+...+i,+i+rci ,,..., i,) I (-l)k+‘Wa,,....a, C i${i,,.._.i*) A(i,,...,ik.i) 




= (-1) i,+...+i,+r(i,,...,i,)+r do~.....a~ - 
I 
ti A,.....Al, = 0 
aA(i~,...,it) 1 
(the last is in virtue of the usual Stokes formula), and hC w = 0. 
The most important special case of the above situation is when X is a smooth oriented 
manifold with a piecewise smooth boundary, and the integration is taken over the fundamental 
cycle of X (that is, over the chain defined by a smooth ordered triangulation compatible with the 
stratification). In this case we have, after arbitrarily choosing orientations of the strata of aX (the 
fundamental cycle is denoted by the same symbol as the manifold): 
I 
W= c E(int X, Xi,). . . ~(xi,_,, Xi,) 
x I 
Oint X, X,1.....Xcr9 
(intX,X ,,...., Xl,) Xl, 
where the summation istaken over all flags beginning with int X and such that codim Xi, = s, and 
e(X,, X,,,) is equal to 1 if the orientations of X,, X,,, agree, and equal to -1 otherwise. 
65. THE GAUSS-BONNET THEOREM FOR FOLIATIONS OF ARBITRARY 
CODIMENSION 
1. Main theorems 
Let X = UXi be a stratified set. 
Assume that the closure of each xi is furnished with a structural sheaf % with the formal 
structure space Ci (we mean that %$ is the restriction to Z of a structural sheaf 56 over a smooth 
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manifold containing X as a domain with a piecewise smooth boundary, and C, is the inverse 
image of _% in the space of formal %-structures). These structural sheaves are assumed to agree 
in the following sense. 
(1) If a diff eomorphism xi + _% belongs to G(%) and takes xi into xi, then the induced 
diffeomorphism xi * _%i belongs to G(%j). 
(2) For each pair of strata Xi, Xi with _%i > Xj a map pij : % (9 + Wj is fixed. This map covers 
idzj and is compatible with the action of the subgroupoid of the groupoid G(g) consisting of 
diffeomorphisms taking Zj into Xj. 
Examples. 1”. Each Xi with dim Xi 2 q is furnished with a foliation of codimension q which 
is transverse to each stratum of axi of dimension 2 q, and whose restrictions to these strata 
coincide with the foliations given there. The foliation of xi is denoted by A. When dim Xi 2 q, 
one takes v(S) for % and when dim Xi < q, one defines %G as trivial (the sheaf of one-element 
sets). The maps pij are the restriction operations. 
2”. The same as 1” but with %0(W) in the place of 5%. 
3”. %?i is the sheaf of germs of Riemannian metricson X,,and pij is taking the induced metric. 
Assume now that a (d + A)-cycle ai E A SLrP’ is fixed for every i and that the cycles ai satisfy 
the following compatibility condition: if % > Xi then ai )xj = p Tjaj. 
The fundamental examples of this situation is the case when the sheaves vi and the maps pij 
come from the above examples l”, 2”, and ai (for dimXi 2 q) is a closed generalized 
Godbillon-Vey form (the same for all i), i.e. the image of a cycle of the complex WO(q) under 
the homomorphism (23) and (24). The compatibility condition holds if there is no stratum of 
dimension < q or if the generalized Godbillon-Vey form has no (p - r, r)-components with I < q. 
Note that the second possibility is not entirely excluded: it holds for the (d + A)-cycle r” + r’ - I” 
of $1, for the first, fourth and fifth forms of the list of # 1 of 93, and for the second form from the 
list of # 3 01. Note also that the (d + A)-extensions of the Pontryagin forms do not satisfy the 
compatibility condition in the situation of example 3” (though the extensions themselves exist by 
the remark 3” at the end of 93); even the usual Pontryagin forms are not compatible with taking an 
induced metric. 
Return to the general situation. Assume that in every sheaf ‘Zi a section 0; is chosen (the 
sections vi are not subject o any compatibility conditions). The sets u = {ai} and a = {ai} give 
rise to differential forms wO(v, a) of X (i.e. to sections of n”(X)): 
[OO(U, a)lio...i*(51,. . . 7 b)= bik(k+rb&ik)r.. . , c~~~~,~~(a~*~,l~~*)l(l,, . . . , Lk), 
where &, . . . , &k are tangent vectors of X at a certain point x, and iI,. , . , ipmk are the 
horizontal tangent vectors of (Cik)(lr+‘) covering .$,, . . . , &--k at the point defined by the jets at x of 
the sections /.+,i~(~&ix), . . . , /J+_,i,((+i*_tl+)y air. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let c be a smooth singularp-chain ofX. If& does not touch Xi, then the integral 
& WO(U, a) does not depend on ui. That is, the integral (25) does not change if all sections ui with 
&z n Xi = 0 are replaced by any other sections. 
Theorem 1.1 is a special case of Theorem 5.1. 
Instead of Theorem 5.1 we prove the following more precise assertion (generalizing Theorem 
1.2). 
THEOREM 5.2. Let u’ = {u:} be another set of sections. Then 
where 
I 
oO(u’, a) - 
I 
OJO(U, a) = OI(U, a’; a), (26) c c 
[ul(6 a’; a)li,,..&(&, . . . , &-k--I) 
where, in turn, t,, . . . , &-k-, are tangent vectors of X, and i,, . . 
vectors of (Cir)(‘+‘) covering tl,. . 
. , ib_,_, are horizontal tangent 
. , &-k-l at the point defined by the jets of the sections 
/&ip (UiJXik>7 . . . 9 U:,. 
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Proof. The equality (26) follows from the Stokes formula and the relation dw,(u, u’; a) = 
w(u’, a) - oo(u, a); the latter follows, in turn, because a is a (d + A)-cycle. More precisely: 
[dw,(@, u’; a)h...ik(5> = (-Ilk d[ol(u, a’, a)Ib...ik(t) + $o(-l,i twt(r, CT’; a>l~...i,...ik(~) 
= (-1)ks$06-~~s d[ai,(q,, . . . , CTL, cd,, . . . , o:,)I([) 
+ i (-l)‘[~~~(-I)‘ai,(a,, . . . , cc,, a’i,, . . . , CT:,, . . . , a:,) 
j=O 
+ sz$+, (-l)“_‘a,(Ui,, . . . , $, . . * , Uii,, u:,, . . . , a:k) (8; 1 
(-I)~ $o(-~)’ d[aik(a,, . . . , ui,, ui,, .. . 3 gk)l 
= - &(-l)‘bai.(ob,. . . , Ui,, u:$, . . . , U:,)] 
= - ~~~(-l)‘[~(-L)‘ai~(u~, . . . , hi,, . . . , Ui,, a\,, . . . , Uik) 
+ (-l)“C.&(U~, . . . , Uiis_,, U:,, . . . , U:k) 
+ (-l)S+lai,(ub,. . . , ui,, d,+~, . . . , u:,) 
+ ,=$+, (-l)‘+‘ai,(U~, . . . , Vi,, U:,, . . . , $, . . . 9 %)I; 
thus 
[dol(u, u’; a)li,..&) = - St0 (-I)“[(-l)“ai,(ub, . . . , Ui,_,, U:,, . . . 3 ai,) 
+ (-l)S+lair(ub.. . , Uii., U!~,+I,. . . , U:,)](l) 
_ 
= [ai, (ulO, . . . , U:,)l(t)- [ai,(ub, - . . , %)1(5) 
= [WO((+‘, a)li,...k(t) - [00(0; a)li0...i,(5). 
(We used abbreviated notation: 5 stands for [,, . . . , [p-k--I, $ for i,, . . . , &--k-l, and the symbols 
pUv, Ix, are omitted everywhere). 
THEOREM 5.3. If c is a smooth singular p -cycle, then the integral (25) does not depend (when 
Ui, ai are fixed) on the sections CC. 
This follows from Theorem 5.1 and generalizes Theorem 1.4. 
The most important special case of the above situation is when X is a smooth orientable 
p-manifold (p = deg a) with a piecewise smooth boundary and c is the fundamental cycle of X 
(see the end of 04). In this case Theorem 5.1 means that the integral Jx oO(u, a) does not depend 
(when %, ai are fixed) on the section uO of the sheaf over X0 = int X In other words, this integral 
is a number-valued function of the set {oi} of %-structures over the strata of dX. 
THEOREM 5.4. This function changes by an additive constant if X and {%} are changed, but aX 
and the sheaves over the strata of X do not vary. 
More precisely: let X be another p-manifold with a piecewise smooth boundary, and let %, di 
be the same for X as %, ai are for X Let cp be a diffeomorphism of 8X onto 8X such that 
S$‘i = co*?& ai = cp*ai when X C aX (we assume that the stratum of X whose image is X also 
has the index i). Then the difference 
I oo({&}, {cp*ui)i~o; 6 x ) - Jx @O({@ii), a), 
where &, is a section of @,, (the structural sheaf over X), does not depend (when gOh, %, ai and p 
are fixed) on the set {ui}. 
The proof is straightforward. 
Remarks. 1”. So far the only application of Theorems 5.1-5.4 is that to foliations and the 
generalized Godbillon-Vey forms. In particular Thoeorem 5.3 gives rise to the characteristic 
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classes of piecewise smooth foliations. But do not forget the restriction: either the generalized 
Godbillon-Vey form must have no (p-r, r)-components with r < q, or X must have no strata of 
dimension < q. One can satisfy the second by discarding the strata of dimension < q ; but of 
course one can do so only if the chain c does not touch these strata. 
2”. There is a hint in the notation oo, ml, that a whole sequence {oi} naturally arises. In fact 
one can construct such a sequence. Moreover the sum w,+ w1 + . . * is the decomposition i to 
homogeneous components of a cycle of a certain bicomplex which is to the difference bicomplex 
of 02 as the de Rham complex of 94 is to the usual de Rham complex. One can hope that this 
rather complicated bicomplex will be of some use anyway. We do not give its definition because 
we do not need it in such a general form; the reader will be able to reconstruct i quite easily, if 
necessary. 
2. The localisation and splitting problems 
The generalization to higher codimensions of the localization problem of # 4 of 01 is the 
following. Let X be a compact manifold with a piecewise smooth boundary furnished with a 
codimension q foliation 9 transversal to strata of dimensions 2 q. Let then a %9’(S)-structure cri 
be fixed on each stratum xi. Take a cycle ‘3 of WO(q) and denote by ai the corresponding 
(d + A)-cycle of the difference @T(9)-bicomplex over Xi. Assume, finally, that either X has no 
strata of dimension < q or ‘21 has no (p-r, r)-components with r < q. The problem is to represent 
the functional 
as a sum 
where (Y~ is a form whose germ at x E xi depends only on the germs at x of @Y(9)-structures 
over the strata Xj C JX whose closures contain x. 
The impossibility of such a representation seems beyond any doubt, but even for q = 1 we 
have no complete proof of it (see # 5 of 51). 
It is very probable that after putting on ai an extra condition of smoothness the nonlocaliza- 
bility can be proved by a modification of the argument of # 5 of 01. On the other hand one can 
change the statement of the problem also in the spirit of 01 by requiring the forms (yi to be defined 
by a W(9)-structure on a manifold of arbitrary dimension and to be natural with respect to 
maps transversal to foliations. Repeating word for word what was said in # 5 of 81 we obtain the 
implication 
which shows the impossibility of the localization in the cases when the corresponding 
characteristic classes of foliations are non-trivial. But this non-triviality is proved only for some 
of the characteristic classes of foliations (see [Sl), so the problem remains unsolved here too. 
Note also that the non-homologousness to zero of the extended generalized Godbillon-Vey 
forms in the difference bicomplex (Proposition 3.3) implies the non-localizability in a still weaker 
form. Namely, there exists no set {bi} of chains in the difference bicomplex, associated with 
‘80(S)-structures over all strata (including int X), satisfying the compatibility condition, and 
such that the difference 
depends only on the foliation in int X. This statement is a corollary of the following theorem 
which follows immediately from the Stokes formula. 
THEOREM 5.5 (a supplement lo Theorem 5.1). 11 n (d+A)-chain bi E @n%:‘~“’ with bilg, = 
pLTjbj is fixed for each i, and for arbitrary smooth singular p-chain c one has 
188 D. B. FUCHS et al. 
I WO(U, a) = I wO(a, {bi}) + a quantity not depending on u C ac 
then (d + A)bi = ai. 
As to the splitting problem, to solve it for foliations of arbitrary codimension requires the 
vanishing of the integral generalizing the integral (12); and its vanishing implies (ineffective, in a 
certain not very clear sense) solvability of the splitting problem for manifolds with smooth 
boundaries. An effective splitting exists for foliations on manifolds with smooth boundaries 
which are representable on the boundary by a global system of closed l-forms. 
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